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THE CHALLENGE IS SET
Since its creation in 1948, transforming a disused
airfield into Britain’s first major racetrack, Silverstone
has always strived to bring the thrill of motor racing to
the people.
Protected by hay bales and ropes, 100k fans flocked
to see its inaugural race. And 70 years later, the
Silverstone venue had diversified enourmously. As the
home of two races in the global Formula One season,
it now offers new forms of racing, track days, driving
experiences, corporate hospitality, conferences,
cycling, accommodation - and its Fan Experience
Center. More generally, digitization provided new
ways to connect and engage, so physical attendance

had become just a part of a far broader fan
experience for Silverstone’s fans.
Being a leader in their space, Silverstone wanted
to keep driving a world-class, digitally agile
engagement strategy to keep fans absorbed with the
brand throughout the year. And since value for the
fans directly translated to value for the business,
Silverstone turned to journey orchestration to help
them manage every conversation they were having
with fans across sales, service and marketing to forge
more meaningful and lasting relationships.

WHY THUNDERHEAD?
The business needed to attract sports fans, keep them engaged, and
uncover opportunities (where relevant) to cross-sell its ever-growing
product mix. Beyond tickets, this included the upsell of corporate packages,
promotion of merch, and monetization of content. But firmly established as
‘The Home of the British Grand Prix’, this would require new conversations
to the right individuals, at opportune moments - well beyond the racing
calander. Meeting Silverstone’s vision to provide the best fan experience
in the industry, Thunderhead was tasked with improving the fan
experience and bring the thrill of the racetrack to
fans - wherever they were.
Our approach for sports brands has always fixated on turning
spectators into fans, leveraging journey orchestration to
develop ongoing individualized conversations for every fan.
For Silverstone, this would be a journey to to create
unique, immersive, and unforgettable experiences
for its audiences, ‘from circuit to cellphone’, and for
the long term. One-off visitors would become returning fans,
who would then become loyal advocates; a few would then
reach the dizzy heights of being deemed ‘super fans’. But
critically, the organization needed us to connect fan
engagement with its commercial goals.

START YOUR ENGINES
The project began by forging new connections, across a plethora of physical and digital channels. Within just
eight weeks, we had embedded ONE across Silverstone’s sales, marketing and service touchpoints.
This captured a new level of insight into fan interactions – fuel that ONE would use to visualize all fan journeys,
across all channels. This included, for the first time, the linking of consumer and corporate hospitality
data, a subsequent visualization of which would provide a powerful level of insight to arm and focus
the sales teams.

The associated ONE deployment was far-reaching, including key initiatives
to support commercial objectives across the organization. To mention a few:

Attract and develop
anonymous fans
through relevant,
individualized
conversations
and content

For example, tiering
fans and corporates and
conversing based on
affinities (from driver,
to manufacturer, to
historic purchase type –
including where they
sat last time)

Integrate with a new
system to ensure that
the ticketing process
is streamlined,
journey hotspots are
identified, and relevant
conversations can be
continued beyond
purchase

Use fan intent to fuel
cross-sell across the
entire estate, fostering
loyalty by delivering
what fans genuinely seek
(rather than pestering
them with irrelevant
offers)

Increase fan reward
where it mattered most,
including membership,
incentives, event
experiences or service

Identify super fans
though their individual
behaviors and journey
patterns, initiating inthe-moment decisioning
to support more relevant
content, conversations
and opportunities for
appropriate offers

Reduce ‘cost-to-serve’:
understand journeys,
reduce friction points and
prioritize sales resource
and communications
spend based on intent
and potential spend
While the program to digitally transform the
Silverstone experience developed, we also initiated
quick wins to drive conversion across the two
most speedy channels: web and outbound. This
simple connection helped deliver rapid results for
new fan acquisition and ticket sales. As strategic
priorities, these would constitute a critical proof
point for future success.
By marrying historic and real-time journey context,
we now had every possible channel at our disposal
to maintain individual engagement - whether a fan
was visiting the website at home, on their mobile,
or traversing the 720-acre venue in person. Journey

Enrich the overall
partner and sponsor
network with a deeper
level of journey insight
across all business units
(including retail)

Orchestration was then pivotal to ensuring every
fan conversation (and the associated experience)
was hyper-relevant. ONE was customizing the
website, mobile apps, sales conversations, or
based on physical proximity to a vendor using
an ibeacon, serving appropriate offers on F&B
and merch.
Silverstone was now able to communicate directly
to the fan with a consistency, relevancy and
individuality that would provide a stand out end-toend experience for every fan – and hugely support
business goals.

OVER THE LINE
In keeping with the brand, we got off the line at breakneck speed and have already set new performance records,
including:

10 %

uplift in new fan acquisition

12 %

uplift in Clubhouse membership

7%

uplift in ticket sales for named events

15%

efficiency savings in the Sales process

The creation of a truly connected, individualized and
end-to-end fan experience has been a major coup for
Silverstone, bolstering both top line revenue
goals, through to long-term fan engagement
and advocacy metrics.

THE NEXT LAP
Having used Thunderhead’s ONE platform to build the foundations for a truly modern fan engagement strategy,
Silverstone now sits at pole position in the industry. Our next boost will come from the implementation of
ThunderBay, our new suite of journey-based AI capabilities. Based on real-time journey behavior, Thunderbay
automates the analysis of millions of individual fan journeys, building audiences, data sets and predictive models.
This provides significantly enhanced orchestration and in turn, business successes.

We’d love to tell you more about how ONE is helping our
sports clients, so do get in touch: conversations@thunderhead.com
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